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Chapterr  3 

Rietveldd Refinement 

3.1.. Introductio n 

Thee determination of a structure is completed when the structure is successfully refined. 
Thee most widely used manner of refinement in powder diffraction is the Rietveld Refinement 
(RR)) (Rietveld, 1969), first introduced for powder neutron diffraction data but later adapted for 
X-rayy diffraction data (Malmros & Thomas, 1977; Young et al, 1977). In this method the 
powderr diffraction pattern is used as it is and no effort is made to separate overlapping 
reflectionss and to assign an observed intensity to each Bragg reflection. A reasonably good 
startingg structural model is necessary, as RR is not a solution method. In RR a least-squares 
refinementt is carried out until the best fit  is obtained between the entire observed powder 
diffractionn pattern and the entire calculated pattern based on parameters describing the crystal 
structure,, diffraction optics effects, instrumental factors and other specimen characteristics. The 
quantityy commonly minimized in the least-squares RR is the residual Sy. 

wheree yoi is die observed intensity at the /th data point, \vt =l/yoi is the weight assigned to each 
observedd intensity, ycl is the calculated intensity at the /*  data point and the summation is over all 
dataa points. 

AA powder diffraction pattern of a crystalline material can be considered as a superposition 
off  individual reflection profiles, each of which has a peak height maximum, a peak position and 
aa width. The contribution of a reflection to the powder diffraction pattern decays gradually with 
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distancee from its peak height maximum while the total integrated peak area is proportional to the 
Braggg intensity /// plus background. The intensities, proportional to the square of the absolute 
valuee of the structure factor (\FH\2), depend on the atomic positions but also on other specimen-
relatedd parameters such as absorption, extinction and preferred orientation. The peak shape is a 
convolutionn of several sample and instrumental effects such as geometry of the X-ray source, 
displacementt of a flat specimen from the focusing circle, axial divergence of the X-ray beam, 
specimenn transparency, effects of receiving slits and misalignment of the diffractometer (Klug & 
Alexander,, 1974). 

Inn general, at any point i of an experimental powder pattern, several Bragg reflections 
contributee to the intensity yoi. The calculated intensities yci are determined by summing the 
calculatedd \FH\2contributions from the neighbouring Bragg reflections plus the background. 

yyaa =^LHmH\FH\2^(2ei -29H)PHYHAH+yh, (3.2) 

wheree s is the scale factor, H denotes the Miller indices hkl of a Bragg reflection, LH the Lorentz-

polarizationn factor, mn the multiplicity of the //*  reflection, ^ is the reflection profile function, 

22 6H 'is the calculated Bragg angle, 26t is the angle at the Ith point in the pattern, PH is the 

preferredd orientation function, YH is the extinction correction function, An is the absorption 

factor,, FH is the structure factor for the i/*1 Bragg reflection and yti is the background intensity. 

Thee background is due to several factors such as fluorescence of the sample, amorphous phases 

inn the sample, sample holder, the scattering of X-rays by air etc. It is quite common to model the 

backgroundd using polynomials (e.g. in 20) of which the coefficients are variables in the 

refinement. . 

Thee least-squares parameters can be divided into two groups. The first group of specimen-
relatedd parameters consists of background and profile parameters, the latter including the 
positions,, the halfwidths and the possible asymmetry of the diffraction peaks, specimen 
displacementt and transparency parameters, crystallite size and microstrain and preferred 
orientation.. The second group of structural parameters consists of the unit cell parameters and 
thee parameters describing the crystal structure model (atomic coordinates, atomic displacement 
parameters,, occupation factors). 

Thee least-squares minimization procedure leads to a set of normal equations involving 
derivativess of all the calculated intensities yci with respect to each refinable parameter. Because 
thiss problem is not linear in the parameters, approximate values for all parameters are required in 
thee first refinement cycle. These are refined in subsequent refinement cycles until a certain 
convergencee criterion has been met. 

3.2.. Profile Shape Functions 

Thee profile shape function describes the effects of both instrumental features (including 
reflectionn profile asymmetry) and specimen features (transparency, displacement, crystallite size, 
microstrain).. The relatively large number of parameters, the correlation between them and the 
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smalll  contribution of some of the sources to the profile shape, makes an analytical description 
veryy difficult. In addition, the contributions of the sources vary with instrumental configuration 
andd with the specimen. 

Thee analytical reflection profile functions available for use vary from simple Gaussian, 
Lorentziann and pseudo-Voigt (combination of the first two) functions til l complicated variations 
off  the above (Pearson VII , Finger-Cox-Jephcoat modified pseudo-Voigt, split-type pseudo-
Voigt,, Tomandl etc). All profile shape functions are functions of the line position 26H and the 
Full-Width-at-Half-Maximumm (FWHMor HH) (Table 3.1). 

HuHu is commonly expressed a function of the diffraction angle as shown in the equation 3.3 
(Cagliottii  et al, 1958). 

HHHH
22 =Utan20H+Vten0H+W (3.3) 

withh U, V, W being refinable parameters. For a specific sample their values depend on the 
instrumentall  configuration and the choice of profile shape function. This expression, however, 
doess not incorporate peak broadening due to sample characteristics such as the crystallite size. It 
iss possible to use a modified profile shape function to accommodate crystallite-size broadening. 
Withh respect to the structure determinations carried out in this thesis, modified expressions of HH 
havee been used as incorporated in the programs GSAS (Larson & Von Dreele, 1994) and MRIA 
(Chernyshevv & Schenk, 1998) (see Chapter 4). 

TABLEE 3.1 Analytical profile shape functions. 

<)>{x)<)>{x)  = exp[- 4 In 2(x)2 J Gaussian (G) 

<fi( <fi( x)x) = ̂ - [  + 4(-j2-l)(x)2Y Lorentzian (L) 
***H ***H 

ftx)ftx) = T]L + {\- TJ)G Pseudo-Voigt (P-V) 

== 2V^r(2 1/--l ) r  Vm _ 2 Y 
rr ' ;rT(m-0.5)#„l J v ' 

<K<K XX)) = l[L(x)-asxL2 (aLx)\+ (1 - rj)[G(x) - as(x + x0 )G(aa (x + *„)) ] Tomandl 

<p(x)<p(x) is the profile shape function at the / point in pattern 
x=(28x=(28rr2dH)/H2dH)/HH H 

2d2dHH Bragg angle 
asas is the asymmetry factor with 0<|as|<0.5 
^ = 0 .66 00=0.85*0=0.7 
TI=NA+NBX26,TI=NA+NBX26, NA and NB refinable parameters 

Thee fitting of an X-ray powder diffraction pattern is difficult due to the strong asymmetry 
off  the peak profile and the angular dependence of their shapes. Both the pure Gaussian and the 
puree Lorentzian profile shape functions usually do not fit  adequately the diffraction lines. The 
Pearsonn VII function approximates the convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian function (i.e. 
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aa Voigt function), the contribution of each being determined by the factor m. For m = 1, 1.5, 2, 
100 a Pearson VII becomes a basic, intermediate, modified Lorentzian and Gaussian respectively 
(Bishh and Post, 1989). Another option to model asymmetric peaks is to use a split profile 
functionn e.g. a split Pearson VII . 

Thee profile shape function used in the Rietveld refinements carried out with GSAS was a 
variationn on the pseudo-Voigt function (type number 3 in GSAS) that corrects for asymmetry 
duee to axial divergence as described by Finger, Cox and Jephcoat (1994). In this function the 
mixingg parameter r\ of the pseudo-Voigt function is a function of a modified expression of the 
FWHMFWHM incorporating a Gaussian broadening coefficient and a coefficient that describes an 
additionall  type of particle size broadening with Lorenztian character. 

Inn Rietveld refinements carried out with MRIA, a split-type pseudo-Voigt function 
(Toraya,, 1986) was used in several cases and a modified pseudo-Voigt function suggested by 
Tomandll  (Young, 1993, p. 117) in some others. Both profile functions accommodate to some 
extentt peak profile asymmetry. 

3.3.. Preferred orientation correction 

Preferredd orientation (or texture) arises when the crystallites in a specimen show a strong 
tendencyy to be oriented in certain directions. As a result, the diffracted intensities related to the 
preferentiallyy oriented directions become enhanced, thus leading to systematic deviations. The 
systematicc increase or decrease of the reflection intensities can be modelled mathematically with 
preferredd orientation functions. In this work, in order to correct for the texture, the spherical 
harmonicss expansion method has been used as available in MRIA and GSAS and the March-
Dollasee method as implemented in Materials Studio. A description of the methods follows which 
intendss to be informative rather than exhaustive. 

Spherical-harmonicsSpherical-harmonics expansion method: The preferred orientation of crystallites in a 
polycrystallinee sample can be described by its orientation-distribution function (ODF), which is 
aa mapping of the probability occurrence of each of the possible crystallite orientations with 
respectt to the sample coordinates (Roe and Krigbaum, 1964). The preferred orientation effects 
cann be modelled by expanding the ODF of the crystallites in spherical harmonics. The harmonics 
aree chosen according to the Laue class and the coefficients are the parameters being refined. 

Inn a special case of the spherical-harmonic model (symmetrized harmonics expansion), 
developedd by Ahtee et al (1989) and Jarvinen (1993), it is assumed that the ODF of the sample is 
axiallyy symmetric, as may be realized for example by spinning of the sample. In the program 
MRIAA the texture correction is implemented according to this principle. Von Dreele (1997) has 
implementedd in the program GSAS the generalized spherical harmonics description of texture. 

Whenn a sample is spinning during the measurement, the rotation axis becomes the polar 
axiss and every crystallite has a specific direction in relation to it defined by the spherical 
coordinatess 6 and (p. If dV is the total volume of the crystallites whose polar axes fall in a solid-
anglee element dQ in a direction (8, (p), the polar-axis density W(6,(p) is given by the equation 

W(0,<p)W(0,<p) = (dV/Vo)/(dQ/47r) (3.4) 
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wheree V0 is the total volume of the illuminated crystallites. The polar-axis density is a 
characteristicc quantity of the orientation distribution of the grains in the sample. It can be 
representedd as a density map on the surface of the unit sphere. In an ideal sample the orientation 
distributionn is uniform, thus Wuk=\. 

Iff  a is the angle between the polar axis and the scattering vector, die integrated intensity 
lobslobs measured for a reflection hkl will be proportional to the average value of the polar-axis 
densityy along the circle O on the unit sphere, which is intercepted by a cone with apex angle 2a, 

C=W(hkl,a)I%C=W(hkl,a)I% (3.5) 

wheree 7*£is the intensity in absence of texture. The average polar-axis density W(hkl,a) can be 

expressedd in Legendre polynomials Pjfcosa) and a set of symmetrized harmonics Y\m, 

W(hkl,a)W(hkl,a) = £ct aIU0w ,?*,)/ï(cosflO (3-6) 
lm lm 

withh Coo=l, Cim the refinable parameters and (dhu, <phki) the spherical coordinates of the normal to 
thee plane (hid). 

Thee texture correction as applied in GSAS is described below. The factor that describes the 
changess in intensity due to texture is given by Von Dreele (1997). 

LL Air ' ' 

A(Ky)A(Ky) = I + £ - ^ - I £<T*,"(WO0 (3.7) 

wheree the two harmonic terms kim(h) and k"(y) take values according to the crystal and sample 
symmetryy respectively. In the case of cylindrical sample symmetry (all cases in this work) only 
kt°(y)kt°(y) terms are nonzero and only the set of C/"° parameters is used. L is the maximum order of 
thee spherical harmonics used and its value depends on the complexity of the texture and the 
qualityy of the data. In general one should try to have an order as low as possible. The crystal 
reflectionn coordinates {(p,p) in k/m(h) are determined by the choice of reflection index (hkl) while 
thee sample coordinates (y,y) in k"(y) are determined by the sample orientation on the 
diffractometer.. Then, equation 3.7 becomes 

' A i rr ' ' 

A(<p,p,A(<p,p,¥¥,y),y) = \ + ̂ -—YT,crK^PW(¥,r) (3-8) 
/=22 "  + l m=-!n=-l 
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Thee harmonic terms kim(<p, fi) and k"(y/, y) can be expanded in Legendre polynomials as 
pointedd out by Bunge (Bunge, 1982; Von Dreele, 1997). The harmonic coefficients C{"n are the 
refinablee parameters in the least-squares refinement. 

Thee magnitude of the texture can be evaluated from the texture index by 

J'iJ'i  + tfrzttlTf  (3-9) 

Inn absence of texture J = 1, otherwise J > 1; for a single crystal J= oo. Until now, there are 
noo generally accepted rules established about the value of J. In the GSAS tutorial pages in 
http://www.ccpl4.ac.uk/,, there is reference to a comment of Scott Belmonte stating that a texture 
indexx of 3 indicates strong texture while higher values could be an indication of overfitting. It 
hass been suggested (Von Dreele, 1997) that the number of spherical harmonic parameters used 
forr texture correction should be kept as low as possible, as the use of too many parameters may 
resultt in fitting other phenomena as well (e.g. atomic displacements). In practice, though, it is 
veryy difficult to judge whether other effects have been incorporated into the texture correction. 

March-DollaseMarch-Dollase method: Dollase (1986) proposed a single pole-density profile based on 
functionss used by March (1932). Preferred orientation results usually from processes such as 
compaction,, settling or deformation acting on non-isotropic crystallite shapes. Dollase (1986) 
definedd as the preferred orientation plane (HKL) the prominent planar surface for platy 
crystallitess and the plane normal to the prominent elongation axis for rod-shaped crystallites. If a 
diffractionn plane hkl(= H) makes an angle a with (HKL) the March-Dollase pole-density profile 
iss given by 

PPHH =(r2cos2a + ( l / r)sin2ar3 /2 (3.10) 

withh r characterizing the strength of the preferred orientation and giving the effective sample 
compressionn or extension along the cylinder axis due to preferred orientation. For platy 
crystallitess r = d/do while for rod-shaped crystallites r = AJd, with d0 the thickness of a 
hypotheticall  sample that does not exhibit preferred orientation and d the sample thickness after 
axiall  extension or compression. If there is no preferred orientation r = 1. In Materials Studio, the 
valuess of the normal to the preferred orientation plane are expressed in fractions of the reciprocal 
latticee vectors a , b , and c . 

3.4.. Criteri a of fit 

Thee purpose of the Rietveld refinement process is to obtain the set of parameters that 
minimizess the least-squares difference between the calculated and measured profiles. A number 
off  criteria-of-fit (listed in Table 3.2) have been developed to help one judge how well the 
refinementt proceeds and to assess the quality of the final fit. 
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TABLEE 3.2. Criteria of fit  in Rietveld refinement 

R-pattern n 

R-weightedd pattern 

Goodness-of-Fitt (GOF) 

thee subscript i denotes all points in the pattern range undergoing refinement. 
w;; = l/yoi 

NN = the number of observations 
PP = the number of refined parameters 
CC = number of constraints applied 

Fromm a mathematical point of view, Rwp is the most meaningful indicator of a calculated-
to-observedd pattern fit because the numerator is the residual minimized during the refinement 
(Young,, 1993). The effect of weighting is to reduce the contributions of the errors due to the 
misfitt at the tops of the peaks. In contrast, the contribution of the misfit in the regions near the 
tailss will be significant. As a result, discrepancies will be observed mainly at the peak profile 
maximaa while the agreement will be better at the tails. 

Thee effectiveness of the derivative-based algorithm in the RR is affected by factors such as 
thee quality of the initial estimates of the parameters, the degree of correlation between the 
parameterss and the number of parameters undergoing refinement. For example, both an increase 
off  the number of parameters and a parameter correlation increase the number of cycles required 
forr convergence and reduce the ability of the algorithm to determine the optimum parameter 
valuess (Young, 1993). 

Althoughh numerical criteria are useful, they should be considered as indicators of the 
progresss of the refinement and not be interpreted in absolute sense. The difference plot and the 
refinedd structural model should be judged critically in order to assure the correctness of the 
refinementt procedure (Mc Cusker et al, 1999). Visual inspection of the difference pattern can be 
veryy informative and may reveal various kinds of misfits, such as inadequately calculated profile 
tails,, an inappropriate background or incorrect lattice parameters. A check of the structural 
modell  is essential, especially in case of organic fragments (with a specific geometry), as a highly 
distortedd model might be hidden behind a very satisfactory R-value. Moreover, R-values can be 
misleadinglyy small in case of a high background. 

3.5.. Restraints and constraints in Rietveld Refinement 

Thee loss of information because of the collapse of the three-dimensional single-crystal data 
too an one-dimensional powder diffraction pattern is the main reason of the poor ratio 
observation/variables,, which in turn hinders the efficiency of a refinement. A way to 

nn £ J | / I I I  sic 

KKPP = 

zz22 = 

2>„ „ 

N-PN-P + C 
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compensatee for this loss is to introduce additional stereochemical information e.g. by inclusion 
off  interatomic distances and angles (Waser, 1963; Baerlocher, 1982). The additional 
observationss can be included as hard constraints or restraints (soft constraints). Constraints are 
imposedd rigorously so that the relationship specified must be fulfilled exactly. Restraints are 
relationshipss that are imposed approximately, with the degree of approximation being given by a 
finitee weight, so allowing for deviations from the prescribed values. The use of restraints 
increasess the number of the observations (so improves the observation/variables ratio) thereby 
allowingg more parameters to be refined and keeping the geometry of the structural model 
sensible. . 

Thee function of restraints or pseudo-observations to be minimized can be written as 

S*=I>nfe,-*t,(*)) 22 (3-11) 

withh Ro an expected value (e.g. distance, angle or any other stereochemical quantity), Rc(x) the 
valuee calculated from the atomic positions or other structural variables and w the inverse of the 
variancee of the pseudo-observation. The whole minimization function can be written as 

SSyRyR=S=Syy+c„S+c„S RR (3.12) 

withh cw a common weight factor which can be used to vary the contribution of the restraints in 
thee refinement progress. The larger the cw the more dominant the restraints in the result will be. 
cww should be decreased as the refinement progresses and ideally be removed at the end. 

Inn MRIA, only distance restraints can be applied. Angle and planar restraints are expressed 
ass distance requirements when restraining more distances additional to the bond distances 
(Waser,, 1963). The cw factor in (3.12) is given by 

cu,=10V<w,>> (3.13) 

withh Sb a user defined constant and <Wj> the average experimental weight (wj=l/yi) . 

Inn GSAS it is possible to use constraints and restraints. A set of the expected values of 
stereochemicall  restraints with a standard deviation each can be supplied and used as a set of 
observations.. In this work, bond distance, bond angle and planar restraints have been applied in 
thee refinements. In this case the minimization function can be expressed by 

SSRR = /,2>,«, -dj + ƒ,!>>„, -aJ +fp^X-pct? (3.14) 
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withh Wj=l/(Ti2 the individual weight of the restraint and a*  a standard deviation set by the user. 
Thee weight factors fa, U, fp, are used to increase or decrease the effect of each restraint 
componentt on the minimization function. The planar group restraint is computed by determining 
thee distance of each atom to the best plane through a group of atoms. 

3.6.. Estimates of precision in Rietveld Refinement 

Thee refinement can be stopped when several convergence criteria are met. The most 
commonlyy used criterion (Young, 1993) is based on the estimated standard deviations (e.s.d.) 
calculatedd as oj in the fh parameter, which can be derived from the errors associated with the 
measuredd intensity values. 

Mpkv,(yMpkv,(yoioi-yj] -yj] 
N-PN-P + C 

(3.15) ) 

wheree Mjf 1 is the corresponding diagonal element in the inverted normal equation matrix, N is 
thee number of observations, P the number of parameters adjusted and C the number of 
constraintss applied. Convergence is achieved when all the parameter shifts Axt calculated in a 
givenn cycle satisfy the condition \Axt\ < aah where a is a user-defined value (-0.3 according to 
Young,, 1993). 

Thee e.s.d.'s are not the experimental errors but, as formulated by Young (1993, p. 26), 
minimumminimum probable possible errors arising from random errors (counting statistics) alone. 
However,, as noted by Langford and Louër (1996), systematic errors arising e.g. from inadequate 
modellingg of preferred orientation, description of line profiles etc can introduce a bias in the 
calculationn of e.s.d.'s and the precision and accuracy of the parameter estimates cannot be 
assessedd validly by statistical methods. 

Thee estimates of precision obtained from profile-fitting algorithms should be regarded only 
ass estimates of how well the values of the parameters could be determined for a particular set of 
dataa and not as an indication of how close the parameter values are to the true values, that is to 
say,, e.s.d.'s are measures of precision and not of accuracy. The true errors and the accuracy of 
thee Rietveld refinement results are best assessed by comparison to single-crystal results for the 
samee material. 
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